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This work is an attempt to bring to ring theory many of the known results 
for solvable groups. The first and second sections are spent in a specialized 
treatment of a “normalizer” condition for finite rings, and in a justification, of 
the definition of “polycyclic” rings, respectively. The third section contains 
the consequences of “solvability,” for rings. 
1. FINITE RINGS AND THE “NORMALIZER” CONDITIONS 
The purpose of this section is to show that among finite rings, the class 
satisfying a “normalizer” condition for subrings are, up to a summand of a 
quotient of Z (the ring of integers), exactly the nilpotent ones. This res& 
(Theorem 1. I), serves as a link to certain ring analogs [7, 81 of classical results 
on nilpotent groups. 
DEFINITIONS 1 .O. (a) Let R be any ring. Then we say R satisfies the strong 
normalizer condition (S.N.C.) if, for every proper subring S of 
a subring T(S) of R such that 5’ is a proper ideal of T(S). We 
the weak normalizer condition (W.N.C.) if every maximal su 
an ideal. 
(b) Let R be any finite ring. Then by the p-primary component I?$ of W, 
we mean the direct summand of R corresponding to all those elements of 
ive order a power of p, where p is any prime dividing the order 18T( 
(c) Let R be any finite nilpotent ring. Then by the U&W s&s of 
we mean the series defined by recursion as U, = 0, and #Un,, = that subring 
of R corresponding to Annih (R/U,) for n > 0, where ‘“Am&” is taken to 
be the intersection of right and left annihilators; by the lower series of 
mean the series of powers L, = Rm for m > 1. 
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THEOREM 1 .l. Let R be any $nite ring, and let P(R) denote the radical 
of R [9]. Then R satisjies the weak normalizer condition if, and only if, one of two 
facts are true: 
(a) R = P, i.e., R is nilpotent; 
(b) R N N @ ZlnZ for n > 1, and N a nilpotent ring. 
Proof. First, suppose R satisfies (a) or (b). In that event, we actually 
prove S.N.C. (which clearly contains W.N.C.). 
(i) If R is nilpotent, and S is any proper subring of R, then there exists 
an integer t such that U, C S but U,,, Q S. Now choosing any x E U,,,\S 
one checks that S is an ideal in T(S), the subring of R generated by S and x. 
(ii) If R N N @ Z/nZ, th en any subring, S, of R not contained in P 
must have an element x + cls(u) where x E N, and u and n are coprime. One 
checks that some power of such an element must be 0 + cls(l), and that, 
therefore, S must be of the form Nr @ Z/n& so choosing T(N,) as in (i), 
relative to N, we have S an ideal in T(S) = T(N,) @ ZjnZ. Moreover, if 
S C P, then either S = P, and T(S) = R will do, or S is a proper ideal of 
some subring of P, as in case (i) again. 
This finishes the proof that (a) or (b) implies S.N.C. 
Second, suppose R has W.N.C. By the Wedderburn-Artin Decomposition 
Theorem [9] for the semisimple finite ring R/P, either R/P N @C M,(,,(D,) 
(1 < k < q), a direct sum of complete matrix rings of dimension n(k) over 
division rings D, , or else RIP = 0, i.e., R = P, a nilpotent ring, which is (a). 
Without loss, we can now assume that R is of prime-power order, for if(b) 
holds for the R, , it holds for R. 
By the Wedderburn theorem [lo] each D, must be a field, and, therefore, 
for all k there exists m(k) >, 1 such that D, ‘v GF(p”@)). However, since R 
has W.N.C., then so too does any quotient ring of R; and, therefore, each 
&!fi(,)(GF(p”(“))), being a summand of R/P, has W.N.C. Moreover, complete 
matrix rings over division rings are simple [9]; and since any maximal subring 
would have to be an ideal, then the 0-subring must be maximal in each, which 
is possible only if n(k) = m(k) = 1 for all k. 
Now we have R/P N @C GF(p) (4 copies). Summing the subring of the 
first two copies of GF@) generated by (1, 1) with the remaining GF(p)‘s, we 
would get, if 4 > 2, a maximal subring of R/P, hence, of R, that is not an 
ideal. Thus, 4 = 1, and R/P N GF(p). 
Now choose y E: R such that cls(y) = 1 in R/P, define two series (yz), (Pj) 
by recursion as y0 = y, PO = P, yi+l = yip, Pj+l = Pj” + pPj (i, j > 0), and 
one easily verifies that some term of the y-series, say ye = a, must be 
idempotent because yi2 - yi E Pi for all i, and because the P-series eventually 
vanishes. 
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We check that the subring C generated by z must be isomorphic to .Z/p”Z 
for some k > 1. 
Let N = Annih (x) in R, and note that N n C = 0. If N @ C # R, then 
N @ CC M for some maximal subring M of pi; and M is an ideal by the 
W.N.C. hypothesis. In that event, choosing x E %4, we compute that 
x’ = x + zxx - XX - zx lies in Annih(z) = NC By z E M, an ideal 
of R, that implies x = X’ - XXX + xz + XX is in J4? a contradiction. 
Now we have R = N @ C N N @ Z/pkZ, which finishes the proof of 
the theorem. 
GQROLLARY 1.2. For j&e rings, the weak and strong ~oyrn~~~~e~ conditions 
are equivalent. 
Proof. It suffices to show W.N.C. implies S.N.C. But if R satisfies 
W.N.C., then (a) or (b) of Th eorem 1.1 must hold, and in the proof of that 
result, it was shown that S.N.C. follows from either assumption. 
Remark 1.3. The group-theoretic analog of Theorem 1.1 is the fact that, 
for any finite group, W.N.C. and S.N.C. are both eqiuivalent to nilpotence. 
Now that the claim that for finite rings “normalizer condition” is essentially 
equivalent to “nilpotence” has been established, we refer the reader to [7] 
and [S] which verify that many classical “subobject” structure results (e.g., 
“Burnside’s basis theorem,” and Hall’s “enumeration principle” [2]) for 
nilpotent groups do have nilpotent ring analogs. We state some of these, 
however, for use in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.4 [cf., [2] (joy the group case) and [7] (fog the ring case)].Let 
R be any $tiite nilpotent ring. Let D(R) denote the Frattini Subring of 
is de$azed to be t?ze intersection of all the maximal subrings of . L%ppose that R is 
of ordeer pn for p any prime, and n 3 1. Then these facts are true: 
(a) E>(R) is an ideal of R; 
(b) the subrings, IE?, between R and D (major subrings) are characterized by 
the co s (i) M is an ideal of R, and (ii) (R/M)2 = 0, and the ~dd~t~~e 
grQ?*P I is elementary abelian; 
(c) the minimal sets of ring generators for R, being exactly those sets oj 
elements whose classes form a basis for RID, a22 co&&n precisely d ebments, 
zohere pa is the order of R/D. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let R be any nilpotent ring of order p”, (UC) the apper series 
(0 < i < n), and I an ideal of R with pm elements 0 < m < az. Then. 
TC u,. 
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2. “CYCLIC” GROUPS AND RINGS 
Here we wish to lay the foundation for the class of polycyclic rings, i.e., 
fill in the blank in the phrase “ring with normalizer condition: -: : nilpotent 
group: polycyclic group.” To do so, we regard polycyclic groups (solvable 
groups with A.C.C.) as the end product of a finite series of extensions, 
each time with factor group being cyclic, and, therefore, investigate the 
nature of “cyclic” in rings. 
By using the lattice-theoretical characterization of cyclic groups, we obtain 
a complete classification of the analagous rings. 
DEFINITIONS 2.0. (a) Let n be any integer. Then by T(n) we mean the ring 
whose additive group is cyclic of order n, and whose multiplication is trivial. 
Similarly, by T(Z) we mean the additive group of integers endowed with 
trivial multiplication. 
(b) Let X be a nilpotent ring, or a p-group, of order pm, p any prime 
and n > 1. We say X is cyclic in case one of the three following equivalent 
conditions are true for X: (i) X is generated by a single element; (ii) the 
order of the quotient X/D(X) is p, w h ere D(X) is the appropriate Frattini 
subobject; (iii) X possesses an unique maximal subobject. [c.f., Theorem 1.4 
(Burnside)]. 
It is well known that (1) a p-group, p > 2, is cyclic if, and only if, it 
possesses an unique subgroup of order p, and (2) every subgroup of a cyclic 
group is cyclic. We show now that cyclic rings are an unsuitable analog by 
exhibiting counterexamples to the analagous facts. 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) Let p b e any prime such that -1 is a nonquadratic 
residue module p. Then for each n 3 3 there exists a nilpotent ying, R(p, n), 
of order p” which has an unique subring of oyder p, but which is not cyclic. 
(b) Let p be any odd prime, and let m be any positive integer. Then there 
exists a cyclic nilpotent Gag S(p, m) of order p2” which has a subring, T(p, m), 
of order p” whose Frattini subring D(T) has index pm (because D(T) = 0). 
Proof. Let R(p, a) be defined by generators Y, s, t with the relations 
(1) pq = ps = p-2 t = 0; 
(2) q2 = s2 = pa-3t; 
(3) YS = ST = rt = tr = st = ts = 72 = 0. 
Let S(p, m) be the ring defined by a generator x with the relations (1) px = 0, 
and (2) x2m+1 = 0. One checks that if T = xmS, then R, S, T satisfy all 
relevant claims. 
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The counterexamples of Theorem 2.1 may be viewed as the result of 
looking to only one place in the lattices of subobjects, as in Definition 2.0 (19). 
We remedy this by seeking rings whose full subring l,attice is isomorphic to 
that of a cyclic group, with corresponding quotient sets of the same size. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If G is a group, and R a ring, then by a I&&X iso~o~p~~s~ 
ofL(G) with L(R), the subgroup and subring lattices of G and W, respectively, 
we mean a map f: L(G) +-L(R) satisfying two conditions: 
(1) f is a bijection of the set L(G) with L(R); 
(2) for all H, K EL(G), H C K implies f(H) Cf(K). 
If, in addition, by (G : H) we mean the order of the quotient set G/H> if 
the latter is finite, or 00 if not, and similarly for (R : S), for PI any subgroup 
of G and S any subring of R; and if (3) (G : H) = (R : j(H)) whenever either 
side is finite, and H E L(G) . IS arbitrary, then we say that f is index preserviazg. 
HEOREM 2.3 Let R be any ping with jkitely generated additive pup. 
Then there exists a cyclic group G, and an index preserving lattice ~~o~o~p~~srn f: 
L(G) +L(R) zy, and only if, R is a ring of one of the~oll~~~~g types. 
(3) R is jinite, and in the direct sum deco 
R, either has cyclic additive group, OY is of order 
to one of the kgs GF(p2) OY X(p), which latter is the ring dejined by a generator 
x with the relations px = x3 = 0. 
(HI) ,? is injkite, and has cyclic additive group. 
Proof. This is really an existence and uniqueness theorem on the lattices, 
as the foilowing well known fact from group theory indicates. 
FACT 2.3. (1) Let G be any finite group. Then G is cyclic if, and only if, 
it possesses one and only one subgroup of every order dividing N(G). (2) Let 
G be any infinite group. Then G is cyclic if, and only if, (i) it possesses one and 
only one subgroup of index n, for every natural number n, and (ii) every 
nonzero subgroup of G has finite index in G. 
Qne-half of Theorem 2.3 is trivial. If R has cyclic additive group, then the 
subrings of R are precisely the subgroups of R+; while if R is GF(p”) or X(p) 
then R has the unique proper nontrivial subring GF(p) or (X(p))e7 respectively. 
Thus, we assume R satisfies the existence and uniqueness assertions analogous 
to those in Fact 2.3 (a) and must prove that (I) or (II) holds for R, 
&se 1. W is finite. Clearly, existence and uniqueness of the subrings 
of the R, must hold, so it suffices to prove (I) for these. VW-rout loss, set 
R = R, with p fixed. 
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Case la. R is nilpotent. We need the following lemma, to guarantee that 
niIpotent rings have “enough” subrings. As it follows directly from refining 
the upper series, U,(R), we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3(b). Let W be any nilpotent ring of order pi, for p any prime, 
and j 2 1. Then for ezery s with 1 < s Gj, W contains an ideal of order ps. 
Now the lemma shows that some subring of each possible order in the 
nilpotent ring R must be an ideal. Therefore, by uniqueness, every subring 
of R is an ideal. Let N(R) = pj. 
If j = 2, one checks that there are four nilpotent rings of order p2 (up to 
isomorphism): (i) T(p2); (“) h n t e ring Y(p) defined by a generator y with the 
relations y2 = py, and p2y = 0; (iii) X(p); and (iv) T(p) @ T(p). Choice 
(iv) is ruled out because it has distinct subrings of index p, and choices (i)-(iii) 
are consistent with the theorem. 
If j 2 3, let S and T denote the subrings of R of order p2 and pa, respectively. 
Then S C T by the S.N.C. Also, T/S N T(p). By the lemma, S has a subring 
of order p, which must be its unique subring of that order. Thus, either 
S N X(p), or the additive group of S is cyclic, by the case j = 2. 
Suppose that S CI X(p). In that event, identify S with X(p) and choose 
y E T such that cls(y) g enerates T/S. Let W be the subring of R generated 
by x2 E S. 
Now N(W) = p, and N(S) = p2, so WC U,(R) = Annih(R), and 
S C U,(R) by Theorem 1.5. Therefore yx and xy both lie in 
Annih(R) n S = W; also, y2 and py both lie in S by T/S N T(p). Set 
yx = Ax2, xy = Bx2, y2 = Cx + Dx2, and py = Ex + Fx2, where A to F are 
integers between 0 and p - 1 inclusive. The computations 
and 
0 = y(Ax2) = y(yx) = (y”)x = (Cx + Dx2)x = Cx2 
0 = p(Ax2) = p(yx) = (py)x = (Ex + Fx2)x = Ex2 
give C = E = 0. This would mean, however, that y and x2 together generate 
a subring of R of order p2 distinct from S, contrary to the uniqueness 
assumption. We must conclude, therefore, that S N X(p) cannot be; i.e., 
the additive group of S is cyclic. 
Let Cyc(R) be the set of subrings of R with cyclic additive group. We have 
just shown S E Cyc(R) with N(S) = p”. Choose in Cyc(R) a subring M 
of maximal order. This case of the theorem will be finished once we show 
that M = R is the only possibility. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that M is a proper subring of R. Choose a subring 
Ml of R minimal with respect to the property of properly containing M. 
Then M is an ideal of Ml , and Ml/M N T(p), by Theorem 1.4. Let y E Ml 
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be such that cls(y) generates Mrjlki and let x generate MY where N(M) = pr 
for some T > 2. 
Clearly, py EPM or else the additive group of A4 is cyclic, contrary to 
maximality of M; hence, there is an integer R such that py =pJix, i.e., 
p(y - kxj = 0. Set y’ = y - kx, and note that y’ $ M. 
By py’ = 0, p(y’j2 = 0 also, so that (y’)2 = ~5-r ax for some integer a. 
This means, however, that y’ and JY’-~X together generate a subring of R of 
order p2 distinct from JY-~M. This is impossible, so A4 = after all, and 
this finishes Case la. 
Case lb. 
R is not nilpotent. Let P be the radical of R [!?I. We know that Pis nilpotent, 
since R is finite, and so by the lemma, P has subrings of all possible orders, 
and these are unique by assumption on R. The arguments of Case la show 
that either P N X(p) or P+ is cyclic. 
By the Wedderburn-Artin theorem, RIP N @C ~~~(~)(~~) (1 < k < q) 
for each &&(k~(Dk) the complete matrix ring of dimension d(K) over som.e 
division ring D, , and each D, , by the Wedderburn theorem, is GF(p’(“) for 
some r(K) 3 1. 
If d(kj > 1 for any K, then the multiples of the matrix units Zr,r and E,,, 
by cdF(~+)) [9] correspond to distinct subrings of I? of order ~~(~)~(~)* 
Thus, d(K) = 1 for all k, and R/P ~11 @C ~~~(G~(p~(~))) (q copies). 
If CJ > 1, then the subrings of the first two summands of 
by the multiplicative identities in those fields corresponid to distinct subrings 
of R of order piV(P), since both are isomorphic to GF(p). Thus, 4 = 1, so 
if we let Y = r(l), we have R/P N GF@). 
Now we split (lb) into two subcases, according to the value of r. 
Subcase i. RIP N GF(p), i.e., Y = 1. 
Since P is nilpotent, then as we have demonstrated before, R contains an 
tent, z(c.f., the proof of Theorem 1.1). If j = pj and p+% # 0, 
is cyclic. If pj-% = 0, then the subring of generated by z is not 
nilpotent and of order less thanpj. But P contains 2 nilpotent subring of this 
order, and this would contradict the uniqueness assumption. 
Subcase ii. RIP cz GF(pp), Y > 2. We need several results that are 
standard for finite fields [l]. 
FACT 2.3. Let F = GF(pr) for any fixed T 3 1. Then (1) $F = 8; (2) 
the units of F form 2 cyclic group of order p’ - 1; (3) F has 2 subring of 
order p” if? and only if, s is a divisor of r. 
Choosey E R so that &s(y) = 1 in RIP. Let S be the subring of 
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by y and P. Since P is a nilpotent ideal of S, and since y $ P, then P is the 
radical of S. 
Thus, S satisfies S/P(S) N GFCp), and by Subcase i, S+ is cyclic. 
Therefore, choose x in R outside of S, and note that y generates S. 
Now px E P by Fact 2.3(c), so that px = pay for some integer a; i.e., if 
x’ = x - ay, thenpx’ = 0, and x’ E R\S. 
But if f(r) = pr - 1, then (~‘)f(~) - y E P, and so (x’)f(r) = y + bpy = 
(1 + bp)y for some integer b, since py generates P additively. This means that 
0 = ()(X’)f(rbl = (Px’)(x’)~(‘)-l = p(x’)f(r) = ~(1 + bp)y. 
But by (I + bp)S = S, thenp(1 + bp)y = 0 if, and only if, py = 0, and that 
implies P = 0, so R II! GF(p’). 
If Y > 2, Y - 1 is not a divisor of r, and so by 2.3(c) R has no subring 
of order pr-l. Thus Y = 2, i.e., R N GF(p2). This finishes Subcase ii, and 
with it, Case I entirely. 
Case 2. 
R is infinite. Recall that the lattice isomorphism of R with an infinite 
cyclic group implies the existence and uniqueness assumptions of Fact 
2.3(a), part (2), on L(R), and that every nontrivial subring has finite index 
in R. 
Since R has finitely generated additive group, then tar(R) is finite. More- 
over, tar(R) is a proper subring of R because R itself is infinite. These last 
two facts imply tar(R) = 0, for, if not, tar(R) is a nontrivial subring of 
infinite index in R, contrary to Fact 2.3(a). 
By f.g. abelian group theory, R is the direct sum of m copies of 2, for some 
positive integer m. We need only show that m = 1. 
Since 8R is an ideal of R, one checks N(R/8R) = 23” by abelian group 
theory. Let R’ = R/8R, I’ = P(R’), and I be the ideal of R corresponding 
to I’ in R’. 
If 1’ = R’, then the additive group of I’ is cyclic, by case (1). Since R/8R, 
as abelian group, is the direct sum of m cyclic groups, then this implies 
m = 1. 
If I’ is a proper ideal of A’, then by uniqueness (existence not needed) of 
subrings of any given order, we argue as in Case lb to conclude that R/I’, 
and, hence, R/I is isomorphic to GF(2’) for some Y 3 1. 
However, if Y > 1, then Case lb (“) h n s ows that I’ = 0, so R’ N GF(2f’) 
contains no elements of additive order 8, contrary to definition of R’. There- 
fore, Y = 1, so R’ has both existence and uniqueness of subrings of all possible 
orders, and, consequently, R’ has cyclic additive group (since GF(4) or 
X(2) are impossible). Thus, m = 1. Done. 
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Remark 2.3 (d). A close look at the argument imolving Cyc(R), and that 
im-mediately preceding it, ruling our X(p) as tbe subring of order p (in the 
proof of 2.3), reveals the following valid assertion: “Any nilpotent ring of 
order pj, j > 3, with unique subrings of order p and p” has cyclic: additive 
group. ” This means, in a sense, that theorem 2.1(a) cannot be [strengthened, 
Moreover, combining 2.3 with the following result completely classifies 
the ring analog of “cyclic group.” 
?kiEOREM 2.4 Let R be any ring. Then the additive group of R is cyclic $ 
and only if, R is isomorphic to one of the following ty’pes oj sings: 
(I) a sub&g of the integers; 
(2) the integers, endowed with trivial mult~~~icatio~; 
(3) a$nite quotient of a subring of the integers. 
(we mmit the proof.) 
3. “SOLVhBLE” RINGS WITH fk.e.c. 
K. A. Hirsch, in his first three papers on infinite solvable groups [4&J, 
showed that an important subclass, namely “polycyclic” groups-i.e., solvable 
groups with A.C.C.-could be studied along the same lines as the finite 
ones. Theorem 2.3 is the motivation to place Hirsch’s results in a ring setting. 
DEFINITIQNS 3.0. (a) If R is a ring, and (SJ, n is a finite series of subrings 
of R, we say the series is subinvariafzt in case (1) S, = 0 and S, = R, and 
(2) S,-r is an ideal of Si for all i > 1. If the terms of a subinvariant series are 
all ideals in R, we call it an invariant series. 
(b) If R is a ring, we say R is polycycl~c in case it possesses a subinvariant 
series such that the factor rings of that series have cyclic additive group. 
We now state without proof a number of easily verified results. 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) Subri~gs and quotietit rings of polycyclic rings are 
poiyyyclic. 
(b) Let W be any ring, and I an ideal in R. Then if both I and R/I me 
polycyclic, so is R. 
(e) A direct sum of finitely many polycyclic rings is polycyclic. 
(cl) Polycyc2ic rings have Faitely generated additive gyou$s. 
COROLLARY 1. Polycyclic rings have A.C.C. on subrings. 
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COROLLARY 2. A torsion polycyclic ring is j&&e. 
(e) A nil polycyclic ring is nilpotent. 
COROLLARY. The prime radical of a polycyclic ring is nilpotent. 
This last result has a kind of converse, which shows, in particular, that 
all finite nilpotent rings, the essential focus of Section 1, are polycyclic. 
THEOREM 3.2 A nilpotent &g with jinitely generated additive group is 
polycyclic. 
There appears, however, at the elementary level, a dissimilarity to the 
group case: solvability and supersolvability turn out to be equivalent for 
rings. 
THEOREM 3.3 In DeJinition 3.0(b) we may replace the term “subinvariant” 
with “invariant.” 
Proof. By 3.1(a) and 3.1(d), it suffices to show that any polycyclic ring R 
possesses an ideal J with j+ being cyclic. Let (S,): be as in 3.0(b) relative to R. 
If n = 1, or n = 2, the theorem is trivial. Let n > 2, therefore, and let m 
be the index of the highest term of the S-series possessing an ideal with 
cyclic additive group. 
Since S, N SrjO has cyclic additive group, and S, is an ideal of S, , then 
we assume without loss that the ideal is nonzero, and that m > 2. Suppose 
m < n. Let I be a nonzero ideal in S, , with I+ being cyclic, and rename S, 
as M. Let x generate I+, and let y E S such that A(y) generates S,+,/M. 
Every element of I can be expressed as an integral multiple of X, and every 
element of S,,, as the sum of an integral multiple of y and an element of M. 
We show that S m+l possesses a nonzero ideal K, with K+ being cyclic, which 
would contradict maximality of m, and imply that m = n. 
(1) if MIM # 0, choose K = MIM. 
(2) if MIM = 0, but MI # 0, then either (a) MIy I$ 0, and we may 
choose K = MIy, or (b) MIy = 0, and we may choose K = MI. 
(3) if MIM = 0, but IM f 0, argue symmetrically as in situation (2). 
(4) if MI = 0 = IM, then there are four possibilities: (i) yIy # 0; 
(ii) ylj, = 0, but yI $; 0; (iii) yIy = 0, but Iy f 0; and (iv) y1 = 0 = Iy. 
We may choose K = yly, yl, Iy, or I, accordingly. 
We now give a characterization of polycyclic rings in terms of classical 
constructs. The first of the two stages necessary characterizes the subrings of 
any ring of type 2 @ 2 @ 1.. @ 2 @ 2 (finitely many copies). 
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THEOREM 3.4 Let R be any ring, and let P be the prime radical of 
Then the Jollowing two assertions are equivalent : 
0) is polycyclic, and P = 0 = tar(R); 
(2) the additive group of R is finitely generated, and 
Z @ Z @ ... @ 2 @ 2 (rank(R) copies). 
Pm$ First, suppose (2) holds. We shall prove a iemma, due to 
Zelinsky Ill], and then show that (2) must hold by induction on rank( 
LEMMA 3.4 (a). Let R be a nontrivialpolycyclic r&g with P = 
Then R possesses an ideal I, maximal with respect to #the propeper 
cyclic additive group. Let A stand for Annih(l), $IY any such ideal 6. The 
following facts are true: 
iI> is embeddable in the ring direct sum Z @ 
69 !I) = 0 = tor(R/I); 
(3) A A I = 0, and Rl(A @I) is jnite. 
(4) rank(A) = rank(R) - 1 = rank(R/l). 
IF&f. First, R has ideals with cyclic additive group, by Theorem 3.3. 
Therefore, by 3.1 (d), R has maximal such ideals. Let S be one such. 
If A n I’ # 0, then (A n 4)” = 0 shows that A n H is a nonzero nilpotent 
contrary to P(R) = 0. Choose i generating I+, and write 
Let x E R be arbitrary. Then there exist integers s, zc, v such that ia 
ix = ui, and xi = vi. Also, s # 0, or else fS = 0, contrary to P(R) = 
before. 
By associativity and distributivity, 
usi = 29 = (&)i = (ix)i = i(G) = i(G) = vi” = mi, 
so 0 = zlsi - vsi = (us - vs)z’ = (u - v) si, and thus 21 = v by tor( 
This implies that i commutes with all of R. 
The computation 
i(m) = (si)x = 2% = i(ix) = i(G) = uiz 
yields i(sx - ui) = 0. It follows directly that sx E A @I> and since x was 
arbitrary, that R/(A @ r) is torsion. But now 3. I (d) shows that R/(A @ I) 
is finite. 
Since is a finitely generated additive group, by 3.1 (d), and since 
tar(R) = 0, then rank(R) = rank(A @I), the latter subobject being of 
finite index in the former [IO]. But rank(A 0 I) = rank(A) +- rallk(~~ = 
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rank(A) + 1, so, finally, rank(A) = rank(R) - 1. Similarly, by the funda- 
mental isomorphism theory, (R/I)/((A @1)/I) N R/(A @I), so rank(Rj1) = 
rank((A @1)/I); however, (A @1)/l N A, so rank(R/l) = rank(A). 
Let Q be the ideal of R such that Q/I = P(R/I). Then, by 3.1 (e), 8” C I 
for some integer n. Since R/(A @I) is finite, then for iV(R/(A @I)) = t, 
“Q C A @ 1. Now (tQ)” = trip C & and since A, as an ideal of R, has 
P(A) = 0, then we must conclude that tQ C I, i.e., all the A-components 
must vanish. By tor(R/I) = 0, we now have Q = 1, so P(R/I) = 0. 
Define a map f: R -+ Hom,(l, I), where f(r): Y -+ ri for all Y E R, i E I. 
Now, Hom,(l, I) is isomorphic to the ring 2, because I has infinite cyclic 
additive group. Thus, we check,fmay be considered as a ring homomorphism 
of R into 2 with kernel Annih(1) = A. 
Let q: R --t R/I be the natural ring epimorphism. Then, we check, the 
map of R into Z @ R/I given by r ---f (f(r), q(r)) for all Y E R has kernel 
ker(f) n ker(g) = A n I = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
If rank(R) = 1, then R is a subring of Z, and so the embedding follows 
at once. Suppose, then, that in 3.4, (1) implies (2) for all R with rank(R) < k, 
k >, 1, and let R have (1) with rank(R) = K + 1. 
Choose I as in the lemma. Then since R/I satisfies all induction hypotheses, 
it is embeddable in a direct sum of rank(R/I) = K copies of Z, also, R is 
embeddable in 2 @ R/I, and, combining these embeddings in the natural 
way, we are done. 
Conversely, let R have (2). By tar(Z) = 0, tar(R) = 0 also, and since Z 
contains no nilpotent elements, then neither does R, so that P(R) = 0, 
because P(R) is nil. By 3.1 ( ) c and 3.1 (a), in that order, R is polycyclic. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be any ring. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) R is polycyclic. 
(2) R satis$es these,four conditions: 
(a) P(R) is nilpotent; 
(b) the additive group of P(R) is jkitely generated; 
(c) tor(R/P) is the direct sum of finitely many prime$elds; 
(d) ;f X is that ideal of R such that X/P is tor(R/P), then R/X is 
embeddable in a direct sum of finitely many copies of Z (the ring of integers). 
Proof. Let R be polycyclic. Then P(R) is nilpotent by 3.1 (e). Also, 
P(R) is polycyclic, by 3.1 (a), and so (P(R))+ is finitely generated by 3.1 (d). 
Since tor(R/P) is finite, by 3.1 (d), and since P(R/P) = 0, then 
P(tor(R/P)) = 0, and so by the Wedderburn-Artin theorem, tor(R/P) is the 
direct sum of finitely many simple matrix rings over division rings, which are 
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necessarily finite fields, by the Wedderburn theorem. However, each sum- 
mand, being a simple polycyclic ring, must have cyclic additive group. Since 
each such ring is a GFCp)-algebra, for some prime p, then each must be 
one dimensional, i.e., isomorphic to GF(p), a prime field. 
To establish (d) we need a lemma, which is a general property of niipotence, 
and whose proof is a simple check. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R be any ring without nome~o nilpotent ideals. Then, if 
tar(R) isfi;“ite, R/tar(R) h as no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
I\sow tor(R/P) is finite, as above, and R/P has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
Thus, by the lemma, neither does R/T. However, P(R/T) is nilpotent, by 
3.1 (e), so we conclude P(R/T) = 0. Also, tor(R/T) =- 0, by definition of T, 
and this implies, by 3.4, that R/T is embeddable in a direct sum of rank( 
copies of Z. 
We have left only to show that (2) implies (1). Let be a ring satisfying 
(2a)-(2d). udicious use of results 3.2, 3.1 (c), and 3.4, in order, and several 
invocations of 3.1 (b) show that R is polycyclic. Done. 
CQROLLARY 3.5 (b). Let R be any polycyc&c ring, and bt P(R) derzote 
the prime radical of R. Then P(R) is exactly the set of nilpotent elements of R. 
Proof. By 3.1 (e), P is nilpotent, so we need only establish that every 
nilpotent element of R is necessarily in P. 
But if T is as in Theorem 3.5, then R/T contains nlo nilpotent elements; 
furthermore, T/P contains no nilpotent elements. These two facts quickly 
lead to the corollary. 
We now wish to develop several types of invariant series for polycyclic 
rings, the first of which corresponds to the chief series in solvable group theory. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R be any polycyclic ring. Thelz R possesses an ~~vay~a~~ 
series (Ik) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) the associated quotient rings of the series aye separately isomorphic to a 
direct sum of a finite number of rings unijormly chosen from ooze of the classes (a) 
subrings of the integers, (b) T(Z), (c)prime fields, OY (ci) prime order trivial rings. 
(2) each I?< is setwise fixed under ring auto~orph~s~s and R-~-b~~od~le 
en~orno~p~i~s of R. 
Proof. We need a definition, and a preliminary lemma. 
DEFINITION 3.6 (a). If R is any polycyclic ring, we define C(R) to be the 
sum of all ideals in R which have cyclic additive group. 
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LEMMA 3.6 (b). Let R, P = P(R), T = T(R) be as in Theorem 3.5. Then 
;f T # R, C(R/T) = @ C Km (1 < m < t), where each K, is an ideal in 
R with inj%te cyclic additive group, and where t = rank(R/T). 
Proof. Let R’ = R/T. We induct on rank(R’). If rank(R’) = 1, then R 
itself has cyclic additive group, so that C(R) = R’, and the lemma checks. 
Assume then that the lemma is true for all polycyclic rings W such that 
rank(W’) < K, K > 1, and let R be given such that R is polycyclic, and 
rank(R’) = k + 1. 
Choose Kl = 1, as in Lemma 3.4 (a), relative to R’ and let A = Annih(K,). 
We claim C(R’) = C(A) + I = C(A) @ I. 
For, if J is a “cyclic” ideal of R’, so is J n I. If J n I = 0, then JI = 
13 = 0, JC A, and, in fact, JC C(A). If J n I # 0, and y is a generator 
of J+, then ny EI for some integer n; since R/I is torsion free by Lemma 
3.4 (a), y E 1, so J C I. This shows C(R) C C(A) @ 1: 
To prove the reverse inclusion, we show C(A) C C(R’), for which it 
suffices to show that every ideal, K, of A, maximal with respect to the property 
of having cyclic additive group, is an ideal in R’, by 3.1 (d). 
But, since A is an ideal of R’, then P(A) = 0 = tar(A), so that for any 
such, K, A/K is torsion free, again by Lemma 3.4 (a): Now, if x E K and 
Y E R’, then YX E A because A is an R-ideal. Let n be the order of R’/(A @I), 
so nr E A @I. Then lzrx E (A @ 1)~ = Ax C K. However, nrx E K and 
YX E A implies YX E K because A/K is torsion free. Thus, K is a left R-ideal, 
and therefore K is an R’-ideal, Since R’ is commutative by Theorem 3.4. 
This proves the claim. We check A satisfies the induction hypotheses with 
rank(A) = k, and that, consequently, C(A) = @ 2 K, (2 < m < k + 1) 
which quickly finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Now, with R, P, T as before, we note by Lemma 3.6 (b) that (R/T)/C(R/T) 
must be finite. Let C, be the ideal of R such that Cl/T = C(R/T), and let 
PI be the ideal of R such that PI/Cl = P(R/C,). 
By Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 (b), the series 0 C PC T C C, C PI C R 
has the following properties: 
(1) P and PI/C, are nilpotent; 
(2) T/P and R/P are direct sums of finitely many prime fields; 
(3) Cl/T is a direct sum of finitely many subrings of the integers. 
We now refine the series. 
Let Q = PI/C, , and let the nilpotence indices of P and Q be the integers 
Y and S, respectively. Between the powers Pi and Pi+l, 1 < i < Y - 1, we 
put Ji, that ideal of R such that JJPi+i = tor(Pi/Pi+r); and, similarly, 
Qu = Plu + Cl (u > 1). S’ mce polycyclic rings have f.g. additive groups, 
then the quotients Pi/J, are direct sums of finitely many copies of T(Z), 
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For each i with 1 < i < Y - 1, and each 2.4 with 1 < 52 < s - I, we set 
xi and yU to be the product of all the (finitely many) distinct primes occuring 
. he additive orders of the polycyclic rings JJ.P+l and QU/ 
en: for each ;, u there are only finitely many ideals in the series $(Ji/P+“) 
andyZL*(QU/Q&, respectively, wherej, v vary over the set of natural numbers, 
ketF,,$ andFh,, be the corresponding ideals of R We check that the quotients 
P2,j/F,,j+1 and .F~,V/F&+l are direct sums sf finitely many prime order 
trivial rings. 
The refined six-term series is now the (Jk> series sought for; and we omit 
the elementary verification of the two types of mapping invariance of its 
terms. 
Now we give the analog to Hirsch’s “A-series;” state some elementary 
A-series theorems, in the ring setting; and present the 
which must be restricted to finite quotients only, as an explicit example 
clearly shows. 
DEFINITION 3.7. If R is a nontrivial polycyclic ring, and {S,) is a sub- 
invariant series for R, we say the series is an A-series in case all associated 
quotient rings have cyclic additive groups, which are, if finite, of prime order. 
An A-series is called separating in case (1) tar(R) is a term of the series, (2) 
uotients of the series occur at tar(R) and below, while (3) all 
infinite quotients occur above tar(R). For a fixed R, an A-series of minimal 
length is said to be a minimal A-series, and its length the A-length of 
THEOREM 3.8. If R is any nontrivial polycych’c Gzgl thez R possesses an 
~~va~~a~t separating A-series. Any separating A-series is BecessariEy a ~~~~~rna~ 
A-series. 
PYOc?fe e can prove this, and the next four results, in the same manner 
as one establishes the corresponding results for groups. However, we state 
the crucial lemma, analagous to one of Hirsch [5]. 
EEIMMA 3.8 (a). If R is any nontrivial por!ycyc& Y&, and (&) is a?z 
invariant A-series for R, then if the-re exists an index j ;for which Sj+JS;. is 
$nite, but SJS,, is not, exactly one of two facts are true: 
(1) (Sj+l/Sj’j-l)+ is ilzJinite cyck; 
(2) if Sj’ is the ideal of R correspondingto tOr(Sj.+,liSj-&, Gelen (SjJSj'jf is 
in$iazite cyclic, and (Sj’/Sj-J is of prime order. 
TNEOREM 3.9 (Generalization of 3.8). Let R be any ~~ont~ivia~ polycyc~ic 
ring, and I be an ideal of R; then I possesses an ~~~~~~a~~ se a~a~~~g A-series 
the terms of which are ideals in R. 
$$I/32/ 2-2 
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THEOREM 3.10. Let R be any nontrivial polycyclic ring, and let I be a 
proper ideal of R. Then ;f the A-length of (R/I) is a, for any j < a there exists 
an ideal Ij of R such that Ij 3 I, A-length (Ij/I) = j, and A-length (R/Ij) = a -j. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let R be any nontrivial polycyclic ring, and let I be an 
ideal of R with A-length (I) = a, a > 1. Then fey j < a, I contains an ideal Ij , 
of R, with A-length (Ij) = j and A-length (I/I,) = a - j. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let R be any polycyclic ring. Then, in any minimal A-series 
for R the finite quotients are unique, up to order and ring isomorphism. 
THEOREM 3.13. There exists a torsion free polycyclic ring of rank 2 with 
a pair of minimal A-series having distinct factor rings (i.e., nonisomorphic in 
pairs). 
Proof. Let R be the ring defined by generators x, y with the defining 
relations: 
(1) R+ = 2x + Zy; 
(2) x2 = 5x, xy = yx = 5y, and y2 = 7x. 
Then 0, 2x, R is a minimal A-series with factor rings 72 and 5.2. However, 
one checks that 7x - 5y generates an ideal, 1, of R; that 3x - 2y generates 
(R/I); and that (3x - 2~)~ - (3x- 2y) ~1. Thus, 0,1, R is a second minimal 
A-series for R whose factor ring R/I N 2. 
Now, by using “commutativity” instead of “normality” to carry over 
“nilpotence” from solvable groups to polycyclic rings, we obtain general 
analogs of all of Hirsch’s results for this specialized subclass. 
DEFINITION 3.14. If R is a ring, and 1 is an ideal of R, we say that I is a 
central ideal if for all i E I, and all Y E R, ir = ri. If S, T are a pair of subsets 
of R, then by (S, T) we mean the set of all forms st-ts such that s E S and 
t E T. (For example, if I is an ideal, and (1, R) = 0, then I is central.) 
DEFINITION 3.15. If R is any polycyclic ring, and I an ideal of R, we 
define recursively the upper and lower central series of I relative to R as follows: 
(1) 2, = 0, and, assuming Zi defined for i 3 0, then Zi+, = 
C{/: JX Zi , J an ideal of R, and J/Zi central in I/Z,). 
(2) H1 = .7, and, assuming Hj defined for j > 1, then H,+l is that ideal 
of R generated by (R, Hj). 
THEOREM 3.16. If R is any polycyclic ying, and I an ideal of R, then for 
any integer u > 0 the relative upper series satisfies Z, = I if, and only if, the 
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relative lower Peries satisfies II,,, = 0. When such a. u exists, we say that I is 
se&ally central with respect to R; wd the smallest s&z $1, in that event, is called 
the rejaatke central cka.ss of I with respect to 
A polycyclic ring seSally central with respect to itseselJf is called serially ~e~t~~~~ 
and its ceaztral class relative to itself the central class of the Gzg. 
THEOREM 3,17. If R is a suially central polycyclic ring, then the ~o~low~~g 
facts are trcde. 
(1) Die ath term Z, of the upper central series of fh contains all ideals oJ” 
whose A-lelzgth does not exceed a. 
(1’) The ath term II, of the lower central series o,f R is contained in akll 
ideals 1, of R such that the A-length of RIja does not exceed a (for a 2 2). 
(2) An ideal I of R, if not contained in Za 9 contains elements of Z,+p 
which do not lie in Z, e 
(2’) 1s J is an ideal of R such that J$ 
TmOREM 3.18. If R is any polycyclic ring, then possesses a ~ax~~a~ 
tral ideal, I, which contains all serially central de& of R. Fwtlzer- 
Proof. Once a lemma is established, then the proof of 
completely analogizes. 
LEMMA 3.18 (a). Let R be any polycyclic ring, and I an ideal of 
is serially central with respect to R if, and only if, it is serially central. 
Proof. We check that the relative condition implies the absolute one. 
Now suppose I is serially central. We must show this relative to R. 
Let, by 3-9, (JJ2;: b e a separating A-series for I, the terms of which are 
ideals in R. Let (Z,‘) be the relative central series of 1 with respect to W, and 
let (ZJ be the central series of I itself. Then Jr C ZI , by 3-17. Therefore, 
J1 C Zr;‘, since -f, is an ideal of R. Also, if Jk C Z,‘, then Jkfl/$ is central 
in IliJk, by the same result, i.e., (I, J$+r) C Jk CZk’; and this implies 
x+1 c G+1 P which completes an induction, and finishes the proof of the 
lemma by I= Jn C Z,‘. 
COROLLARY 3.18 (b). If R is any polycyclic kg, then the asceazding celztral 
series of R, dejked yecursively as follows, must terminate in R: VO = 0; V,+l = 
that ideal oJf R corresponding to the unique maximal serially central ideal of 
R/Vi s 
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The following three results have proofs that do not completely correspond 
to the group case, but the differences are elementary, so we omit the arguments. 
THEOREM 3.19. Let R be any polycyclic ring, and I any ideal in R. Then 
R possesses an ideal ] satisfying: 
(1) JCl; (2) tar(J) = 0; (3) I/J is finite, 
COROLLARY 3.19 (a). Let R be any polycyclic ring. Then R is embeddable 
in a direct sum of a torsion free and a finite polycyclic ring. Furthermore, both 
summands are serially central, provided R is serially central. 
THEOREM 3.20. Let R be a polycyclic ying. Then R is serially central if, 
and only if, every j&&e quotient ring of R is serially central. 
Remark 3.21. It is a simple check to verify that all nilpotent rings with 
finitely generated additive groups are serially central, and thus that the latter 
rings are definitely a generalization of those described in Theorem 1.1. 
Moreover, one can establish nearly all the Results 3.16-3.19 by substituting 
“annihilate” for “commute” and considering the corresponding theorems 
in the nilpotent case. 
Now we consider characterizations among polycyclic rings of the two 
extreme cases: P(R) = R; and P(R) = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.22. If R is any polycyclic ring, then by D(R), or the 
“F~attini” subring of R, we mean the intersection of the maximal ideals of R. 
THEOREM 3.23. Let R be any polycyclic Gng, and let P be the Prime radical 
of R. Then if T is that ideal of R such that T/P = tor(R/P), the following facts 
are true: 
(1) T/P decomposes into the direct sum of finitely many prime jields; 
(2) if A is that ideal of R such that A/P = Annih(T/P) in RIP, then 
RIP = A/P @ TIP; 
(3) A/P is embeddable in the direct sum of jinitely many copies of Z. 
Proof. (1) follows from 3.5. Moreover, once (2) is established, then we 
have that A/P N (R/P)/(TjP) N R/T, and (3) follows from 3.5 also. 
But, since a finite ideal of a semiprime ring is a direct summand, then 
T/P is a summand df R/P. From this, (2) easily follows. Done. 
COROLLARY 3.23 (a). Let R be any ring. Then R ispolycyclic and P(R) = 0 
if, and only if, R decomposes as a direct sum of prime fields and a sub&g of 
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Z @ Z @ ... @ Z @ Z (jnitely many copies); in payt~cu~a~, Amy such ring is 
commutative. 
THEOREM 3.24. Let R be any polycyclic ring. Then ~P(~~ = 0, D(R) = 0 
&CL 
Pmof. If P(R) = 0, then R N R/P, SO let pi = A @ T as in 3.23, It is 
clear that D(T) = 0, T being a direct sum of prime fields, and also that 
D(R) = 0 follows once D(A) = 0 is established. Therefore, we prove in- 
ductively that all subrings, X, of 2 @ Z @ ... @ Z @ Z (E copies) have this 
property. 
If n = 1, then X = mZ for some positive integer m, and the family of 
ideals (mpZ) where p runs over the set of primes, shows D(X) = 0. Assuming 
the theorem is true for n = k, let X have rank(X) = k + 1. 
By P(X) = 0 = tar(X), we have C(X) = @C (K,), as in 3.6 (b). 
Moreover, by 3.4 (a), X/K1 and X/K2 are both of rank K, and have P = 
tor = 0. Therefore, both rings satisfy the induction hypotheses, by 3.4, 
and so X/K1 and Xl.& possess families of maximal ideals with zero inter- 
section; so, passing to the corresponding ideals of X, their intersection must 
be K1 n PC, = 0, which implies D(X) = 0, 
CORQLLARY 3.24 (a). Let R be any polycyclic ring. Then D(R) C P(R), so, 
in particular, D(R) is nilpotent. 
Remark 3.24 (b). Although it is true that if G is a polycyclic group, then 
D(G) is nilpotent, 3.24 (a) turns out to be stronger than one would expect. 
The analog of “nilpotent group” is either “serially central ring” or “‘ring 
with normalizer condition,” both of which are wider than the class of nil- 
potent rings (with A.C.C.). 
THEOREM 3.25. Let R be any polycyclic ring. Then the ~o~~~~~ng hypotheses 
O?Z are ephabnt : 
(I) R is nilpotelzt; 
(2) R2 C D(R); 
has trivial multiplication; 
is the direct sum of prime order trivial Gzgs, and copies of T(Z); 
(5) every jinite quotient ring of R is nilpotent. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): If R is nilpotent, and M is any maximal ideal of R, 
then RIM is of prime order and generated by a nilpotent element. Thus, 
R/M N T(p), for some prime p, and so R2 C M. Therefore, .Ra C D. 
(2) implies (3): If R2 C D, then (R/D)” = (R2 + 
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(3) implies (4): A trivial polycyclic ring is just a finitely generated 
abelian group with trivial multiplication, so it suffices to show that tor(R/D) 
contains no element of order p2 for p any prime. However, if x $ D has cls(x) 
of order p2 in RID, and M is a maximal ideal of R not containing X, then 
R/M is of prime order and generated by C&(X) in R/M. Since the order of 
cls(x) must be a divisor of p2, by p2x E D C M, then R/M N T(p), i.e., 
px E M. This implies that px would be contained in every maximal ideal of 
R-those containing x, and those not-a contradiction, since, in that event, 
px~D. 
(4) implies (5): Let R/J be finite. Let K be that ideal of R such that 
K/J = P(RjJ). If K # R, then by 3.5, R/K N_ (R/J)/P(R/J) is a direct 
sum of prime fields, which implies K3 D. But then R/K is a quotient of 
RID, and since R/D has trivial multiplication, this is impossible. Hence, 
K = R, i.e., RI] = P(R/J), a nilpotent ring. 
(5) implies (1): Let A, T be as in Theorem 3.23. Then T = P, or 
else the quotient R/A c! TIP . 1s a nontrivial direct sum of prime fields, 
contrary to (5). 
Thus, R/P = A/P, a subring of Z@Z@.*.@Z@Z (n copies). We 
set A’ = A/P, and show that the assumption A’ # 0 leads to a contradiction, 
by induction on n. 
If n = 1, then A’ N mZ, so choosing a prime p such that g.c.d. (m, p) = 1 
(g.c.d. = greatest common divisor), A’/pA’ N GF(p), contrary to (5). 
We suppose then, that for n < K, K > 1, any subring of the direct 
sum of n copies of Z, except 0, has a prime field for one of its finite 
quotients. 
If rank(A’) = k + 1, choose, therefore, I to be an ideal of A’ maximal 
with respect to the property of having cyclic additive group. Then, by 3.4 (a), 
A’/I, and hence A’, has a prime field for one of its finite quotients, because 
that result shows A’/1 satisfies all induction hypotheses with rank(A’/1) = K. 
Done. 
CONCLUSION 
This winds up the general result on polycyclic rings. The author hopes 
that this is a class of rings for which every major lattice-theoretical result on 
solvable groups with A.C.C. will have a ring analog, and that the results of 
Sections 1 and 3, relative to nilpotent rings, will cast some Iight in the direction 
of a structure theory for finite nilpotent commutative p-algebras, the key, 
up to cohomology, to all finite commutative p-algebras, as D. K. Harrison 
has demonstrated [3]. 
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